
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 



 

 
 

 

 

 

 



 

The Voyage of the Dawn Treader 

Nick and Alison White. 

 
Dawn Treader is a Wayfarer Mark III from Abbot Boats, Sarnia, Ontario.  Her sail 

number is W 8024.  Our first camping trip in Dawn Treader had been two nights on Moosehead 
lake in Maine on July 4th 1986, Independence day, a good time for a couple of British Aliens to 
head for the backwoods.  It had rained almost continuously with no wind and rarely even a view 
of the shore in the mist, but had proved a valuable test of our boom tent and our determination.  
Now, on 27th August, we had driven 200 miles north into Maine again, intending to spend six 
days cruising on part of Maine's rocky coastline and islands, and it was again raining hard.  This 
time, however, there was no shortage of wind, with gale warnings for the offshore waters in 
effect. 

Maine is a mountainous state whose coastline has been carved, like that of Norway, 
into a succession of long inlets, bays and islands, so that the length of the coastline is said to be 
longer than that of the rest of the United States put together.  Unlike Norway, Maine does not 
have fjords, for the coastal hills are rarely a thousand feet high, and the water depths rarely two 
hundred feet.  Many Islands are uninhabited, and the Penobscot Bay has a reputation as a sailors' 
paradise, with innumerable and safe anchorages.  This was the area we had decided to explore. 

The weather at Rockland was disheartening; as well as the cold rain, a fog reduced 
visibility to less than a mile.  This was not surprising; about a third of summer days are foggy, but 
the derelict town ramp had so much green weed growing on it that we were afraid of having the 
car slide into the harbour while launching the boat. 

We had invested in a small hand-held two-way marine VHF radio.  Marine radio is 
widely used on pleasure vessels in America; as well as being useful for mundane purposes like 
asking for bridges to be opened, and enquiring for moorings, it is a useful and flexible companion 
to flares for use in emergencies.  Listening now on the radio we heard three conversations in 
which people who had ventured out were recommending those who hadn't to stay in port!  This 
was all rather discouraging.  More positively, the marine weather forecast promised better 
weather with plenty of wind in the days to come, so we decided to drive along the coast a few 
miles in search of a better ramp. 

 

August 27th, 1986. 

 
In the early afternoon, at Belfast, Maine, we launched at a clean and sheltered ramp 

near the head of Penobscot Bay.  The rain had stopped, the wind was strong and steady from the 
south, and visibility was about one and a half miles.  We used our tiny Yamaha outboard to 
negotiate the boats moored in the harbour, including a fine old schooner moored to the town 
dock, and then we briefly anchored to hoist and reef the main and small jib.  We sailed out to the 
east on a reach, into a short steep chop which raised a lot of spray.  As we approached Isleboro 
Island the wind began to head us, but as black and white buoy 11 appeared out of the fog, we 
turned to pass the north end of the island, called Turtle Head, a dome of rock covered in pine 
trees connected to the higher main island by a thin neck. 

For an hour we beat ESE across the bay, with a lot of water spraying aboard from the 
short chop, a two foot wave every two to three seconds, until from the fog buoy CH appeared, 
marking the entrance to Castine harbour.  This sheltered harbour was the site of a British naval 
victory in the American Revolutionary war. 



A small island to the south of the entrance, called Holbrook Island, offered us a perfect 
north-facing cove with a steep shingle beach.  High tide was just approaching at 6pm, so we 
decided to beach Dawn Treader for the night, and refloat early in the morning.  After a welcome 
meal of fried pollock, we put up the boom tent, and with the hull resting in a safe bed of shingle, 
we went to bed as the sun set dramatically behind the mountains beyond Isleboro. 

We thought little at first of a faint continuous drumming, tapping sound.  Was it rain, 
or was it drying seaweed crackling?  But at about 10 p.m. we found ourselves awake, unable to 
relax because every few seconds something would tickle our face or arms.  There was no moon, 
and it was pitch black inside the tent, but on turning on a flashlight we found the boat full of 
small sandhoppers, randomly jumping like fleas.  Although we rapidly realized that these were 
harmless in the sense that they weren't biting us, it really was impossible to think of sleeping with 
ever increasing numbers of anonymous creatures jumping all over our faces, and, no doubt, 
eventually getting down our sleeping bags.  So we staggered out of bed, out onto the beach, to 
consider what to do. 

A beautiful starlit sky greeted us, crystal clear and without the interference of street 
lights that spoils the night sky near cities.  A white light flashed at the entrance of Castine 
harbour, and on the west of the bay a red light on a radio mast came and went.  We walked down 
to the sea; it was low tide now, and we were going to have to try and launch and anchor the boat 
before trying to sleep again.  The beach was smooth and steep, and almost free of rocks of any 
size, so we pulled back the-tent, heaved Dawn Treader down to the water, and rowed out to drop 
an anchor.  The phosphorescence was startling, brighter than I have ever seen before, flashing 
brightly then continuing to twinkle for a few seconds at each oarstroke.  Then we rigged a 
sternline to the shore, above the tideline, and after a brief session slaughtering the last of the 
intruders, settled down back to sleep, as the moon rose. 
 
 

August 28th. 
 

We woke in the dawn twilight, and beached the boat again for breakfast.  Before we 
left, we made a partial exploration of Holbrook Island.  From our cove an old track, much 
overgrown, ran through dense young pine trees.  By one beach area we found a sign saying "No 
Camping No Hunting", and signed "Anita Harris, owner." The pop singer?  The other end of the 
island had hayfields and fences. and a field with horses in.  We didn't intrude. 

There was already plenty of wind, and although the day was overcast and the wind was 
from the north, it was not cold.  We made a circuit of our island before leaving, and paused to 
make the acquaintance of a group of seals, some white, sitting on a low rock.  They didn't like us 
getting too close, and slid into the sea, but their heads kept popping up all round us. 

Out in the open bay we decided we had been overcautious in using the small jib, and 
changed to the genoa.  We ran south, to jibe round Cape Rosier, and reach at an exciting speed to 
buoy ER, marking the entrance to Eggemoggin Reach.  This beautiful, wide stretch of water 
passes Deer Isle, a major island linked to the mainland by a bridge, to the north, and therefore 
provides a more sheltered route to the east to Acadia than the open sea to the south.  We planned 
to make a circuit of Deer Isle and Isleboro Island in our trip, and decided that with the present 
north wind, rather than the prevailing southeaster, 
Eggemoggin Reach would indeed make a perfect reach.  Our initial beat, past Thrumcap Ledge to 
buoy EG was quite wet work, so as we flew down the Reach itself we changed back to the small 
jib; it was 10 a.m. and we had already covered 10 miles. 

The bridge across Eggemoggin Reach is an attractive long suspension bridge with a 
narrow high roadway.  We heard later that in its first years it whipped and swayed dramatically in 
strong winds, and cross bracing had to be added to stiffen it.  This was before the famous failure 
of the Tacoma Narrows bridge in Washington State, which was filmed as it twisted itself to 
destruction. 



Feeling like an early lunch stop, we reefed the mainsail and turned north to tack into a 
cove at Sedgewick, which I thought from the chart would give us some shelter.  On the contrary; 
as we fumbled with reefing lines the wind funnelled down the valley, increasing in speed and 
turbulence, and gave us a very hard time.  We selected a suitable looking east facing beach, luffed 
the boat to lose some speed, and beached her.  In seconds we knew we had made a mistake. We 
had chosen a disgusting gray slimy mudbank, and to make matters worse there was a large 
shallow area of mussels between us and open water.  It took several minutes of wading knee deep 
in filth to get sailing again.  We ran back out into the Reach, trailing our feet in the water to get 
clean, and then sponged down the worst areas of mud on our oilskins and on the deck. 

Three miles further on, we beached in the lee of an island, on the S-shaped tidal 
causeway that linked it to another, and here at last we got our lunch.  This beach we remembered 
for the many Sand-dollars we found - two-inch diameter flat casings of some variety of sea 
urchin. 
Still with a strong north wind, we decided to sail all the way to Mount Desert Island.  At buoy EE 
we turned to close reach northeast, past Smuttynose Island to Pond Island passage into Blue Hill 
bay.  We sailed through the shallows between Trumpet Island and Bar Island, picking up the red-
and-white buoy TI, marked black-and-white on the chart, but now changed to the new standard.  
Then we beat northwest to Seal Cove on Mount Desert Island, which seemed like a good place to 
start looking for an anchorage for the night.  The"'Grands Monts Deserts" which gave the island 
its name looked impressive, bald and blue, rising above the shoreline as we crossed the bay.  We 
reached Seal Cove, 30 miles travel that day, at 3 p.m., already quite tired. 

Seal Cove had a steep-walled inner cove between two hills, and many boats on 
moorings, but it was not sheltered from a westerly wind.  The wind was now from the north-west 
and was forecast to blow from the southwest for a couple of days, and it didn't feel comfortable to 
us.  On the north shore was a launching ramp, beside which we beached to assess the situation.  
Clearly there were other coves, both north and south, which we could try, but it dawned on us 
that the coast of Mount Desert Island was developed, with houses around most of the coves.  We 
had expected that as this island was part of the Acadia National Park, access to the shore would 
be unimpeded.  Tired, we decided to stay put for the night, and using the outboard we crossed the 
cove and slipped into a small sheltered beach almost enclosed by rocky ledges.  We decide to 
beach the boat again, for it seemed that otherwise we might land on rocks at low water in the 
middle of the night.  Pulling the boat up onto a levelled spot of shingle turned out so be much 
more awkward than we had thought, and we had to rig up a purchase with two sheaves and a line 
around a tree root to settle the stern of the boat in a level and secure spot. 

 
 

August 29th 
 

We had no charts of tidal streams, but Eldridge's Tide and Pilot book led us to expect 
tidal streams of up to a knot, along the coastline into and out of the bay, and presumably turning a 
short while after high and low water.  The previous day our speed through the water had been too 
great to be bothered much with tidal steams, but today was to prove to be different.  We sailed 
about an hour after high tide, into a cold strong wind from the west, beating under reefed main 
and small jib to reach Ship Island, and expecting the current to be slack at this time.  Instead we 
found that an almost two-knot current was flowing to the southeast, and we were set to the south 
of bell buoy 3 beside Ship and Barges Ledge, a mile south of our intended position. 

Allowing for this current we now headed for the entrance to Case Passage, a buoyed 
route through reefs and islands between Blue Hill Bay and Jericho Bay to the west.  We 
successfully beat in one leg on a compass course of 235 degrees to buoy CP, but as we entered 
Casco Passage we found the wind funnelled between the islands to greater speed yet, while we 
tacked into a short steep chop along a narrow passage.  Worse yet, the current now seemed to be 
heading us.  As the passage lay right on the edge of one chart and the corners of two others, we 



were following the buoyed channel with scant reference to other landmarks, s we were unaware 
of a sheltered anchorage to the south of us until we saw a sloop lying completely sheltered from 
the wind only a third of a mile from us, while we beat to and fro doing all we could to make any 
progress at all.  It seemed like a perfect moment to pause for an early lunch and see if the wind 
would ease off, so we headed out of the channel, and in a minute were out of the wind and 
finding it necessary to row.  We threaded our way between kelp and mussel covered rock ledges 
to a tiny patch of beach, and hauled the boat out of the water; the ebbing tide would leave it safe 
for several hours. 

Although we had only covered five miles, we were now on an idyllic spot on a 
secluded island; this was just what we had come here for, so we decided there and then to stay for 
a night.  We spread out our damp sleeping bags and oilskins to dry in the sun, which was 
suddenly hot now we were out of the wind.  We steamed some mussels for lunch, and relaxed as 
we watched a number of other yachts find Casco passage heavy going.  Most of them used their 
motors to punch their way through, three of them also slipped into our harbour and anchored.  
Later we walked right round the island, and found that our harbour was a barely navigable 
passage between Buckle Island (which we were on) and Swan Island, several miles around. 

We spent a comfortable night moored between an anchor and a shoreline, arranged so 
that we would not hit rocks in the middle of the night at low tide.  This arrangement took longer 
to set up than it should have, because enormous mussels kept fouling the lightweight anchor.  
Changing to the Danforth, we were successful at the fourth attempt.  Was it the anchor or had we 
cleared an area of the bottom of its mussels? 

 
 

August 30th. 
 

We got up early, and sailed out of our harbour as the occupants the other yachts began 
to stick their heads above decks.  We had a long hard beat westward, negotiating islands and 
shoals, to cover about 12 miles as the crow flies to Stonington.  There were small shifts in the 
wind, but typically we would beat WNW for one to two miles, then southerly for a shorter leg to 
pick up a marker or an island.  Thus we passed Egg Rock, Long Ledge and Potato Ledge, 
Lazygut Ledge, Eastern Mark Island Ledge, Sheep Island, Haskell Ledge, and Clam Island.  Here 
we crossed the main Deer Island Thorofare and beat far enough south to get a sight of Stonington.  
By passing in the lee of Bold Island we made one three-mile tack to reach the busy channel right 
off Stonington.  We sailed up and down a couple of times looking for the town dock, which we 
missed, then dropped the mainsail and ran into the westernmost part of the waterfront on the jib.  
A fisherman let us tie up at his dock, but then pointed out the town dock to us.  Since a fishing 
boat was going to need our berth within an hour, we fitted the outboard and motored round to the 
town dock, which we had missed because it was hidden behind a large jetty marked PRIVATE - 
NO MOORING. 

We bought lunch in a little restaurant called the Bayview, with almost no view of the 
bay, and with pretty mediocre fish and chips, for that matter; but it was nice to sit down at a table 
for a while! 

In Bartletts grocery store we tried to buy fresh fish, but the boat hadn't come in yet, so 
we bought sausages for the evening, and some fresh bread and milk.  By now we looked fairly 
tanned and weather-beaten, not typical tourists, and got into several friendly conversations while 
we waited at the checkout.  One paint-spattered man whose boat turned out to be moored next to 
ours asked us all about the Wayfarer.  He spent nine months a year raising sheep on York Island, 
east of Isle au Haut. 

Back on the dock we found our boat had been moved to make room for a fishing boat.  
A girl was fast asleep under the steps down to the dock - she seemed to belong to a large canoe 
that had been hauled onto the wharf, presumably on a camping trip. 



We motored out from Stonington far enough to hoist reefed main and small jib, for the wind was 
very strong.  Once sailing, I should have brought the motor inboard to avoid getting the 
mainsheet tangled on it, but since the wind was so strong and we were sitting out and making 
very rapid and wet progress, I am afraid I left it trailing in the water for the moment.  This could 
have caused a severe tangle, and was bad judgement.  We clearly had too much canvas up, and 
promised ourselves to get a second, deep set of reefing points put in our mainsail.  We beat 
southwards, to the east of Crotch Island, which had an active stone quarry on it, but the 
strengthening wind was extremely turbulent as it, funnelled between the islands.  One minute we 
would be sitting right out, the next we would be almost taken aback, and have to scramble 
inboard while turning to find the new wind direction.  Eventually a sudden gust tipped us far 
enough to fetch green water over the side, and as we let the sheets slack and brought her up again 
we lowered the mainsail at once.  We started the motor, which was still in place, and found a 
quieter spot in the lee of a small cliff on Sand Island.  As the wind rushed around both sides of it, 
we lowered the jib and got things more ship-shape.  The gusts must have been all of thirty knots, 
although none of the radio reports reached even twenty.  In clear water it would have been 
manageable, but as it twisted and switched around the islands it threatened to capsize us every 
minute. 

Despite its name, Sand Island was sheer rockface, offering no lasting shelter, but 
George Head Island appeared to offer a sheltered landing about half a mile southwest of us, so we 
motored over to it.  This meant crossing wind and waves at right angles, and was wet work, but 
the self-bailers quickly removed the water we had shipped.  When we beached on a sand spit on 
George Head Island we found a lot less shelter than we had hoped, but we took the opportunity to 
become honest sailors again, and stowed the motor under the bench. 

Since our reefed main offered too much sail area, I tried for the first time to rig the 
small jib in place of the main.  This would have worked well, but as we pushed off from the 
beach, disaster came a lot closer: the centreboard jammed up.  Alison yelled to me that it was 
stuck, and I was able to turn and beach again before we slipped past the tip of the sand spit. 

The board was very firmly jammed, and I guessed the reason at once; we had failed to 
raise the board before beaching the first time, and had let the coarse sand get forced into the slot 
with it.  We careened the boat on the shoreline and tried to free the board, but it was very 
obstinate.  The tide was rising. and the spit we were on would be covered at high tide, so a 
reasonably quick solution was needed.  At this moment the captain of a passenger ferry, the Miss 
Lizzie, saw us and guessed we were in trouble.  He tried to call to us with his loudhailer, but was 
hard to understand.  Eventually we heard "If you want help, raise your hands above your head." I 
did this.  Then, "Stay where you are, I'll get a boat sent out from Stonington to take you in".  This 
seemed unnecessary and probably expensive, and I did what I should have done several minutes 
earlier - reached into the careened boat and pulled out the VHF radio.  In a moment I reached the 
Captain of Miss Lizzie on Channel 16, and after a moment's fumbling I was able to tell him that 
we didn't need help in the form of a rescue boat.  He said that because of his passengers that was 
all he could offer to do, so I thanked him, told him we were OK, and that we could radio for help 
if we should need it.  Thus our investment in the radio was justified in being able to avoid, being 
unnecessarily rescued! 

Now in my haste to get something done to free the centreboard I tripped on a sheet and 
banged my head in the boat.  Clearly we needed a lever to force the centreboard down, and all I 
could think of using was the boom crutch.  I was nervous in case I compounded our problem by 
breaking the crutch, but it fitted into the centreboard casing perfectly, and its leverage was 
enough to force the board down.  I spent a few more minutes scraping the grit out of the casing, 
then we righted the boat, now very full of water. and worked the board up and down a few more 
times to flush out the last of the grit, then we bailed out the worst of the water. 

At last we got our chance to try the jib rigged in place of the main - and it worked fine.  
We sailed on a broad reach to nearby Wreck Island, which appeared to have a tiny northeast 
facing cove, punching through the waves at six or seven knots.  As the wind dropped in the lee of 



Wreck ' Island we successfully tacked up into the cove, which turned out to be ideal for a 
Wayfarer as we had to dodge between several ledges anti large rocks to reach a sheltered beach 
with just enough water to swing safely at anchor at high tide. 
A fisherman was collecting mussels when we arrived.  He had done a very good job - we could 
find none left.  It was early and windy enough to dry some of our salt laden sleeping bags and 
some of the clothes we had been wearing.  We rigged two anchors so that in the middle of the 
night, at low tide, we should take bottom safely on a clean piece of sand, and went to bed. 

When the boat first nudged the bottom in the night, I was vaguely aware of it.  All 
seemed well, but unknown to us the wind had turned and instead of pointing up the beach the 
boat now pointed along it.  In a few minutes she took bottom and then stayed put for a few more 
moments, perfectly level.  The suddenly, probably because I rolled over, Dawn Treader tipped 
from resting on her port rubbing strake to her starboard one, now leaning down the beach at about 
twenty degrees.  The rest of the night was very uncomfortable. 
 
 
August 31st. 
 

I woke up aching and disgruntled from having a post in my back for four hours.  
However, it was a warm and beautiful morning with a nice breeze.  Sheep were bleating 
somewhere, but we never saw them.  We were able to air the sleeping bags in the sun again; they 
were always damp in the morning, and were now getting quite salty and hard to dry.  We rowed 
out between the rocks then anchored to hoist the main and large jib.  The sail retracing our path 
through the islands south of Stonington was now comfortable and enjoyable.  As we passed 
between Andrews Island and Second Island, and crossed onto another page of the chart at another 
particularly awkward join, the wind began to die.  In the next four hours we tried to make 
progress to the northeast, while the current set us southward.  From time to time I fixed our 
position, with some difficulty because all the landmarks were on another chart, but, in the whole 
period we managed only to meander about a mile and a half westward. 

At last a sea breeze got up from the south and carried us into the islands north of North 
Haven, the companion island to Vinalhaven.  It let us down again for a while, and we had to row 
for about another mile, but as we approached open water again the breeze picked up.  At last we 
started to make good progress, crossing to Pendleton Point, the southern tip of Isleboro Island, at 
an average six knots.  In spite of, or indeed because of the strong southerly breeze, the cool air 
had become hazy, and visibility at sea level was about four miles. 

The chart showed several islands to the south and west of Isleboro, amongst which we 
hoped to find a quiet anchorage.  We sailed up Bracketts Channel into Gilkey Harbour, to 
discover that the shores were lined with enormous mansions, and the anchorages full of 
expensive boats.  Nevertheless we needed to find a suitable spot fairly soon, and we soon found a 
quiet cove on Spruce Island, within sight of a commercial ferry from Isleboro to the mainland.  
This was presumably a private spot; a summerhouse was hidden in the trees on the northern 
point.  But there was no sign of people on the island, and after briefly beaching and meeting 
hordes of mosquitoes, we rowed out to the centre of the cove and anchored for the night. 
 
September lst, Labor Day. 
 

A strong current was flowing into Gilkey harbour as we tacked out past Grindel Point.  
A small motor boat was zigzagging about pulling lobster pots.  The ferry came and went while 
we made our slow headway out of the harbour. 

A good southwest wind became steady once we were in open water, and we lazily ran 
six miles at 30 degrees M. up West Penobscot Bay.  When we glimpsed the black and white buoy 
11 we had met up with our outgoing route and completed our circuit of Deer Island and Islebor 
Island, and we turned northwest towards Belfast.  As we progressed up the bay the wind followed 



us, and its speed increased as it was funnelled between the closing shores, so we reefed about half 
a mile from our destination.  Finally we turned, dropped the jib, and sailed up to the dock of the 
Belfast town ramp under perfect control at midday. 
 
 

Our short but in many ways ideal trip was over.  In the little free time our jobs allowed 
us, we had completed a most enjoyable round trip, at an ideal pace.  With most of our planning 
having worked out very smoothly, we had got to know our boat's capabilities a lot better.  The 
only major improvement we felt we needed was a deep set of reefing points in the mainsail.  We 
were impressed with the ease with which the jiffy reefing had worked most of the time.  Next 
year we plan to take a two-week break, and perhaps explore the Chesapeake Bay, of which we 
know only a small area in the south.  Or perhaps explore remote and wild Georgian Bay, off Lake 
Huron, in Canada.  We shall see. 
 



 



 

 
 
 

 


